48" GAS PROFESSIONAL RANGE WITH CHROME-INFUSED GRIDDLE

Signature Features

34 RANGE CONFIGURATIONS
With 34 total range configurations, it's up to you. Infused with chrome, our griddle cleans up well after heavy usage. Fire up the grill for indoor entertainment on your terms.

FLAT TINE RACKS
Each rack features dramatic, unexpected flat tines, delivering increased contact with cookware for exceptional heat transfer.

REMOTE ACCESS*
Preheat. Check cooking status. Personalize settings. Connect to WiFi for real-time notifications and control your appliance from anywhere. Tap and swipe on both iOS and Android devices.*

Feature Listing

DESIGN & CRAFTSMANSHIP
34 Range Configurations
Flat Tine Racks
Halo-Effect Knobs
Glide Racks
Cast Iron Grates
Cinematic Lighting

PERFORMANCE
Dual-Stacked PowerBurners
JennAir® Culinary Center
Chrome-Infused Griddle
Dual-Fan True Convection

CONNECTIVITY
Remote Access*
Smart Integration
On-Demand Experts
Connected Temperature Probe

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Seamless Touches
Smooth Close Door
Resilient Racks
Sabbath Mode
My Creations
CustomClean™ with Automatic Lock
Versatile Modes
20,000 BTU Dual-Stacked PowerBurner
18,000 BTU Dual-Stacked PowerBurner
9,000 BTU Dual-Stacked PowerBurner
Closed Door Broiling
Electronic Ignition with Flame-Sensing™

Specifications

Shipping Weight (lbs) 612
Volts 120
Amps 15

Dimensions

Do not make any cutouts based on this information

Style Options

RISE™
JGRP548HL

NOIR™
JGRP548HM